The measurement apparatus for the photonic band structure is shown in Figure S1 : (i) A 1064 laser passed through one reflection mirror and focused by a lens is incident on the sample on the Cu stage. (ii) Emission from the sample surface was collected into an optical fiber. The fiber was placed on a manual-controlled rotating arm. (iii) The spectrum was measured using an InGaAsSb multichannel spectrometer having a resolution of approximately one nm. (iv) By rotating the arm around the sample, a series of angle-dependent spectra were measured for polar angles from 0 to ±10°, in steps of 2°. The sample was manually rotated on the Cu stage in order to change the in-plane direction from Γ− to Γ− . Figure S1 . The measurement apparatus for photonic band structure.
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The band structure was measured by observing the resonance coupling of light from an active layer to the bands of the photonic crystal. The output light from the device is coupled to an optical fiber and then transferred to a monochromator with an InGaAsSb detector. Below the threshold current, the emission spectrum was broad, and four peaks were observed with a distribution similar to the photonic band structure. By contrast, the spectrum became sharp with a peak width of ~2170 nm above the threshold (taking period 630 as example), which was equal to the resolution limit of the measurement system. For a given frequency, resonance coupling occurs when the in-plane wavevector of light matches (k ∥ ) the wavevector of the photonic bands (k ~ ). In spontaneous emission spectra, this coupling can be observed as a sharp peak. The in-plane wavevector is related to the polar angle by ∥~ ⋅ sin , where is the wavelength in free space. By changing the polar angle around a direction normal to the plane and shifting the in-plane direction from to , we were able to map out the photonic bands around the -point. The normal direction corresponds to the -point.
The measurement results are shown in Figure S2 . These results are similar to those measured by Noda [1, 2] . Noda's spectrometer and rotating arm were computer-controlled so that the angle-dependent spectra could be automatically measured. Besides, their sample was mounted on a rotating stage in order to change the in-plane direction from Γ− to Γ− . Therefore, their results had higher resolution and a smoother band spectrum. 
Fabrication Process of Electrically Pumped PCSEL Device
After the further fabrication of our sample for electrically pumped devices ( Figure S3 ), we still measured a similar photonic band structure, as shown in Figure S2 (the data was not shown). This means that the grating effect of photonic crystal still works after these complicated fabrication processes. However, the device didn't have surface lasing phenomena (i.e., electrically pumping failed). Yet, the same sample went through only processes (a) to (h) in Figure S3 ; it really exhibited surface lasing phenomena (i.e., optically pumping was successful). Some issues occurred between (i) and (y) in Figure S3 that need to be overcome in order to fabricate successful electrically pumped devices. We are now preparing another manuscript to discuss all of these issues, including the effects of annealing, metallization, ITO deposition, nitride deposition… etc. on the surface lasing phenomena in electrically pumped devices. 
